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Abstract
A series of sub-monolayer vanadia-on-zirconia
catalysts have been prepared
and the activities of these have been measured for the selective reduction of NO
with NH3. It has been found that the activity per vanadium surface species
depends on the square of the vanadium surface coverage. We therefore conclude
that clusters of vanadia species on the surface of the catalysts are responsible for
the de-NO, activity rather than isolated vanadia surface molecules.

1. INTRODUCTION
A wide variety of catalysts have been examined for their behaviour in the
Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) of NO, using ammonia as reductant [l].
Most commercially-utilized
formulations contain vanadium pentoxide (V905) as
the active component and the most frequently used support is titanium dioxide
(TiO9). The kinetics and mechanism of the SCR reaction have been studied in
considerable detail by a number of authors, the greatest attention also having
been given to the V905/‘I’iO9 system [2-91. However, there is still a lack of
knowledge of those factors which influence the catalytic behaviour and of the
nature of the active species on the catalyst surface. The aim of the work reported
in this paper was to examine in some detail the behaviour of a somewhat lessstudied system, vanadia supported on zirconia (ZrO9) [ll-131. We have paid
most attention to the behaviour of sub-monolayer materials in order to study the
effect of the concentration of surface vanadia species on the kinetics of the
reaction. We conclude that clusters of vanadia species are more active per
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vanadium species than are isolated vanadium ions and that these sites have a
different character to those found on the surface of bulk V,O,.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
The kinetic measurements reported here were carried out using a conventional
flow apparatus, using an infrared detector (Unor 6N) for NO analysis and a
back-titration
system (using phosphoric
acid with bromocresol
green as
indicator) for NH3 analysis. The materials of the system were Pyrex glass,
stainless steel and teflon; the connecting tubing and valves were heated to
prevent condensation of water. The reactor volume was small and so it was
possible to use it to study changes occurring during the initial stages of the
reaction and to examine the effect of changing the reaction conditions under
steady-state operation. A series of zirconia-supported
catalysts (Table 1) were
prepared
by
the
batch-adsorption
method
[143 using
vanadyl
(IV)
acetylacetonate (Merck-Schuchard) dissolved in toluene. Two types of powdered
zirconia were used: DynazirconF (monoclinic), supplied by Dinamic Nobel Co.,
and a sample from Zircar Products Inc., USA. The former had a total surface are
of 63.5 m2ge1 and the latter a surface area of 10.3m2 gl; the latter had been
precalcined at 7OOOC.After drying, the samples were calcined at 45OOC for 2
hours. Several of the samples were calcined further at 7OOOC. Details of the
catalyst compositions and surface areas are given in Table 1; where appropriate,
any deviations in the calcination procedure used are also given.
For comparison purposes, a series of additional catalysts were prepared. In
order to examine the bahaviour of unsupported vanadia, a sample of pure
vanadia free of micropores (Catalyst 1) was prepared by melting NHdV03
(Merck, Zur Analyse) at BOOOCin a Pt crucible. The resultant material was
cooled to room temperature over a period of 3 hours. It was then added to
distilled water and ground to a fine suspension; the suspension was filtered and
calcined at 45OOC for 2 hours. This material is referred to below as Catalyst 1.
Two TiO2 supported catalysts (Ti-1 and Ti-2), both containing 0 - 3 wt%
vanadium, were prepared by the batch adsorption method, the support for Ti-1
was uncalcined TiO2 (Degussa) while that for Ti-2 was the same material but
calcined at 75OOC for 7 hours in air. The total surface area of the former was ca.
52m2g-l and that of the latter was ca 30 m2g1. A further sample was prepared
using a silica support (Si-1).

3. RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 lists the zirconia-supported catalysts used in the investigation, together
with their vandium contents.
In most cases, the vanadium contents were
measured by X-ray fluorescence.
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Table 1
Cat.
No.

The ZrOZ-supported vanadium oxide catalysts used in this work

Temperature Zirconia
and time of
used
calcination
in air
(a>

Content of V/wt%
Calculated
Measured

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

450°C/‘2h
450°C/2h
450°C/2h
450°C/2h
450°C/2h
450°C/2h
700°C/13h

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

0.33
0.50
0.68

9
10
11
12
13
14

700°C/3h
450°C/2h
450°Cf2h
450°C/2h
450°C/2h
700°C/8h

Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z

0.09
0.17
0.34

SB~ Coverage (0)
/m2g-l
1%

@I

(4

(4

0.28
0.45
0.63
0.93
1.27
1.59

63.5
63.5
63.5
63.5
63.5
63.5
20.0

6
9
13
19
26
33
16

0.10
0.21
0.31
0.52
0.55

10.3
10.3
10.3
10.3
10.3
8

13
27
36
67
70
45

0.33

0.34

(a) D = ZrO2 from Dinamic Nobel; Z= ZrO2 from Zircar Products Inc.
(b) Determined by X-ray fluorescence
(c) Determined by argon adsorption method [16]
(d) Assuming one VO2.5 unit occupies 10.32 2.

These contents were in reasonable agreement measured with these calculated
from the concentrations
of the original solutions used for impregnation,
assuming total adsorption. The surface coverages achieved are given in the last
column of Table 1; these were calculated assuming that each VO2.5 or similar
species was attached directly to the support and that a surface area of 10.3A 2
was required for each [15]. All the surface coverages corresponded to less than a
complete monolayer. Figure 1 shows the typical start-up and steady-state
behaviours of Catalyst 7 at three different temperatures. For the uppermost
temperature (275OC), data are given for two initial concentrations of ammonia. It
can be seen that the catalyst took some ten minutes to reach stationary-state
behaviour; during that period, the NO conversion was lower than the final value.
The effect was less pronounced at the higher temperatures, indicating that it
was probably not an experimental artefact but due to the gradual attainment of
the optimum state of the catalyst. The steady state was also achieved more
rapidly with the higher concentration of ammonia. It is therefore probable that
the establishment of the active catalyst requires partial reduction of the surface
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Figure 1 NO conversion (XNC) for Catalyst 7 (0.1 g) as a function of time on
stream at four temperatures: o, 175OC; l,225G; V,v, 275OC. Reaction
conditions:flow rate = 60 cmsmin-1; PNC = 1100 ppm;
PC2 = 1.8 ~01%; PNH~ = 1200 ppm for o,V,o, and 200ppm for v.
species brought about by the reducing effect of the ammonia of the reaction
mixture. The long-term conversions at higher temperatures remained constant
over the duration of the experiments; however, there appears to have been a
gradual loss of activity at lower temperatures.
Figure 2 shows some typical data for the steady-state conversion of NO as a
function of reaction temperature for a series of catalysts which was selected in
such a way that the same vanadium content was examined in each case; in the
cases of the vanadia or zirconia materials, the cover-ages of the support by the
vanadia ranged from 6% to 45% of a monolayer (see Table 1). The most active
material was Ti-2 and this was closely followed by the V~0&Zr02 sample with
the highest coverage (catalyst 14). The silica-supported catalyst was virtually
inactive.
80
xNO

I%
Figure 2
NO conversion (XN~) as a
function of reaction temperature for
various catalysts containing ca 0.3 wt% V:
catalysts 14,W; 11,0;8,U; 2,B; A, S-1; oj
Ti-1; l, Ti-2; standard conditions as Fig. 1.
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Figures 3a and b The conversion of NO (XNo) as a function of temperature for a
series of ZrOz-supported vanadia catalysts: (Fig. 3a) fS, 2; o,3; V, 4; o, 5; o ,8 f 6.~
, f
V, 7; (Fig, 3b1 l, 9; A, 10; I, 11; +, 12; VS 13;. All the points except 8and v were
obtained under standard conditions (Fig. 1);l,V : 1220 ppm NHs.
Figures 3 a and b show the conversions of NO at various temperatues for the
two series of cataiysts supported on the zirconia with high (samples 2 - 7) and
low (samples 9 - 13) surface areas respectively. The conversion increased
markedly with increase in vanadia-content; the conversions for the low surfacearea materials (Fig.3b) were higher than those of the equivalent high surfacearea materials (Fig.Sa).
Figures 4 and 5 show the conversion of NO as a function of ammonia
concentration for several catalysts at temperatures of 25OOC and 300°C
respectively. The order of reaction approached zero at higher ammonia
concentrations, particularly at the lower temperature. Figure 6 shows log-log
plots of the data obtained for the dependence on the partial pressure of NO for
Catalyst 9. Similar results were obtained for other samples, including the
unsupported material. The data all fit the equation:
r = k.PNoa
(1)
with CL= 0.7 + 0.1. The dependence of the rate on the partial pressure of oxygen
was also examined; it was found that the rate was independent of Paz as long as
Poz/P~o was greater that about nine. That Eq.(l) was a reasonable
representation of the data for two catalysts is shown in Figure 7 in which the
values of k calculated from the conversions using Equation (1) (assuming zero
order for ammonia) as a function of reaction temperature are given for two of the
catalysts using different catalyst weights. It can be seen that the data fit on
single curves in a satisfactory manner. The values of activation energies
calculated from these data were 60 (* 4) kJ mol-1.
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Figure 4 Conversion of NO (X&
at 25oOC as a function of NH3 concentration
with remaining conditions as Fig. 1;0, catalyst 1 (0.128 g); A, catalyst 3 (0.343 g);
0, catalyst 5 (0.077 g).
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Figure 5
Conversion of NO (X&
at 3000C as a function of ammonia
concentration; remaining conditions as for Fig 4; A,& catalyst 1 (0.090 g); o,
catalyst 3 (0.132 g); 0, catalyst 5 (0.43 g); V, catalyst 9 (0.100 g); +, catalyst 1
(0.063 g);+ Zr02 (0.127 g).
ln @NO /a)
6.5 Figure 6 Plots of In &JO) vs In (PNo)
for data obtained using two reaction
temperatures: l, 250X! and A, 3OOOC;
other reaction conditions as Fig. 1.
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Figure 7 Rate constants calculated from
Eq. 1 as a function of temperature for
catalyst 1 (0, 0.054 g; A, 0.102 g) and
catalyst 2 (V, 0.051 g, 0, 0.100 g;
0, 0.2OOOg);conditions as in Fig. 1
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Figure 8 Calculated rate constants (k) as a function of vanadium content for
different reaction temperatures for two different zirconia supports: (a) surface
area 63 m2 gl and (b) 12 m2 g l; V, 225OC;x, 250°C; l, 25oOC;A, 275“C; 0,300°C.
In order to examine the effect of 6~~0, on the rate of reaction, the values of
conversion of Fig. 3 were recalculated as k values (using Eq. 1) and these values
were plotted for each of the two supports as a function of 6~~0s .for various
reaction temperatures. The results are shown in Figure 8. It is clear that in
neither case is the rate constant a linear function of 6~~0,. Instead, the values
of k are approximately proportional to the square of the vanadia concentration;
ie. the rate is given by an expression of the form:
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In order that we may explain the quadratic dependence on QzOs,,we therefore
propose that the de-NO, reaction requires surface sites composed of at least two
vanadia species in close proximity on the zirconia surface, presumably bridged
by at least one oxygen species:

0

II

<II

v\o/v
\
/
SUPPORT

Such species are consistent with the mechanism proposed previously for
V,Ot$‘I’iO, catalysts [17]. They are utilised to dissociate ammonia molecules to
form adjacently adsorbed ONH2 and OH species attached to vanadium species;
the ONH, species can then react with NO to form N2 and water, leaving behind
the original V=O species. The’reaction scheme [17] is also consistent with the
suggestion that partial reduction of the catalyst may be occurring in the early
stages as it also presupposes the presence on the surface of V3+ species. Clearly,
the close proximity of the support to these sites will mean that the support exerts
some influence on the behaviour of the oxygen species attached to the vanadium.
Hence, it is to be expected that unsupported vanadia would behave differently to
the zirconia-supported
material. That this was so was demonstrated
by
comparing the apparent activation energies for the de-NO, reaction over the
V205/Zr02 catalysts (60.1 f 4.0 kJ mol.l) with that for the unsupported VzO,,
Catalyst 1 (40.3 kJ mol-1).
The requirement of clusters of vanadia species on the surface of a de-NO,
catalyst may be general for all types of support if the scheme referred to above
1171 can also be applied generally. However, there does not appear to have been
a systematic study similar to the one described here in which the kinetics of the
deN0, reaction have been examined as a function of the loading for samples
with less than a monolayer of vanadia. (It should in this context be noted that
the data presented in Figure 2 for two titania-supported catalysts with the same
loading of vanadium on two titania supports but with different surface areas
indicates that there are also similar dependences on vanadia coverage for those
samples.) It is interesting to note that since the presentation of this paper, Deo
and Wachs have presented results which show that the specific activities of
vanadia-titania catalysts for the oxidation of methanol are not dependent on the
loadings of the vanadia on that support 1181. It would thus appear that the deNO, reaction is structure sensitive whereas methanol oxidation is not; the
methanol reaction would appear to occur on single vanadia sites which are
relatively unaffected by the geometry and nature of the surrounding species.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
From an examination of the activities of a series of sub-monolayer vanadia-onzirconia catalysts for the selective reduction of NO,, it is concluded that the rate
of that reaction depends on the square of the coverage of the zirconia by vanadia
species. It is therefore concluded that the active site requires two vanadia species
in close proximity to one another for the dissociation of the ammonia. These
results are in agreement with a model proposed earlier[l7].
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